Disqualifying Offenses:

Note: This is the OhioMHAS list of disqualifying offenses. It is the minimum criteria used to certify individuals as Peer Recovery Supporters. If you have ANY one or more of the following offenses, you cannot become a Peer Recovery Supporter. There is no waiver for these offenses.

1. **2903.01** - aggravated murder
2. **2903.15** - permitting child abuse
3. **2903.16** – failing to provide for a functionally impaired person
4. **2903.21** – aggravated menacing
5. **2905.32** – human trafficking
6. **2905.33** – unlawful conduct with respect to documents
7. **2903.34** – patient abuse and neglect
8. **2903.341** – patient endangerment
9. **2905.04** – child stealing (as it existed prior to July 1, 1996)
10. **2905.05** – criminal child enticement
11. **2907.02** – rape
12. **2907.03** – sexual battery
13. **2907.04** – unlawful sexual conduct with a minor (formerly corruption of a minor)
14. **2907.05** – gross sexual imposition
15. **2907.06** – sexual imposition
16. **2907.07** – importuning
17. **2907.08** – voyeurism
18. **2907.12** – felonious sexual penetration
19. **2907.21** – compelling prostitution
20. **2907.22** – promoting prostitution
21. **2907.31** – disseminating matter harmful to juveniles
22. **2907.32** – pandering obscenity
23. **2907.321** – pandering obscenity involving a minor
24. **2907.322** – pandering sexually-oriented matter involving a minor
25. **2907.323** – illegal use of minor in nudity-oriented material or performance
26. **2907.33** – deception to obtain matter harmful to juveniles
27. **2909.22** – soliciting/providing support for act of terrorism
28. **2909.23** – making terrorist threat
29. **2909.24** – terrorism
30. **2913.40** – Medicaid fraud
31. **2919.22** – endangering children
32. **2925.02** – corrupting another with drugs
33. **2925.23** – illegal processing of drug documents
34. **2925.24** – tampering with drugs
35. **2925.36** – illegal processing of drug samples
36. **3716.11** – placing harmful objects in food or confection